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Abstract This paper proposes a Multiuser Single Input Multiple Output Orthogonal Frequency
Division Multiplexing (MU -SIMO -OFDM) system without Guard Inteval (GI) based on the Chained
turbo equalization (CHATUE) algorithm. Turbo equalizers for several consecutive OFDM symbols
exchange information about the interference to effectively suppress inter-symbol interference (ISI),
inter-carrier interference (ICI), and co-antenna interference (CAI). The convergence property of
the proposed technique is analyzed using the extrinsic information transfer (EXIT) chart. Doped
accumulator is used to achieve the (1,1) mutual information point and to obtain better matching
between the equalizer and decoder EXIT curves. Results of computer simulations reveal that the
proposed scheme can achieve excellent performance without requiring high computational complexity.

Keywords OFDM ·MU-SIMO · turbo equalization · guard interval (GI) · EXIT chart · inter-symbol
interference (ISI) · doped accumulator

1 Introduction

A combination of multiple input multiple output (MIMO) and orthogonal frequency division mul-
tiplexing (OFDM) appears to be one of the most efficient techniques for next generation broad-
band wireless systems. Standards of several communication systems such as IEEE 802.11 wireless
LAN, IEEE 802.16 WiMAX, and 3GPP long term evolution (LTE) have adopted MIMO -OFDM
technologies as their PHY layer spesifications. By exploiting multiple antennas at both transmitter
and receiver, MIMO provides spatial multiplexing gain or diversity gain without requiring addi-
tional bandwidth or transmit power, on the top of frequency diversity obtained through channel
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coding in OFDM. It has been shown that the capacity of MIMO systems is linearly increasing with
min{KT ,KR}, where KT and KR are the numbers of transmit and receive antennas, respectively, and
channels are uncorrelated [15]. This linearly increasing capacity enables MIMO systems to transmit
more data with the help of multiple antennas in comparison to a single antenna system with the
same bandwidth. Furthermore, OFDM signalling typically use guard interval (GI)-transmission in
order to provides robustness against the fading frequency selectivity [8].

There are two types of GI-transmission schemes, one is zero padding, and the other cyclic prefix
(CP)-transmission. Zero-padding-transmission places no signal duration, and use it as the guard
interval. With the zero-padding transmission technique, the power efficiency loss can be avoided,
while the CP-transmission introduce additional signal in front of the OFDM symbol which is a
copy of the last n samples and thereby the power efficiency loss is unavoidable. However, the CP-
transmission converts the block-wise channel matrix structure from Toeplitz to circulant, accordingly
equivalent frequency domain channel matrix becomes diagonal. Hence, the roles of CP are twofold:
(1) to prevent the OFDM signal from being distorted by inter-symbol interference (ISI) due to the
channel frequency selectivity, and (2) to preserve the circulant channel structure. With the property
(2), computational complexity of detection schemes, in general, with OFDM-based systems such as
MIMO -OFDM can be significantly reduced.

When the length of CP is longer than the duration of the channel impulse response, ISI can com-
pletely be removed. As no new information can be transmitted during the guard interval, however,
CP-transmission imposes loss in bandwidth efficiency. In order to cope with this problem and en-
hance the spectrum efficiency, OFDM systems with insufficient or even no CP-transmission has been
considered, along with several detection approaches in literatures. Ref. [12] uses CP reconstruction
technique to iteratively suppressing the inter-carrier interference (ICI) while restoring the cyclicity
of the received signal when the CP length is not sufficient. By employing the interference alignment
idea [4], ref. [9] proposes a channel independent precoding scheme for a MIMO -OFDM system with
insufficient CP or even no CP-transmission.

Another category of technique that allows for insufficient CP-transmission is the reduced com-
plexity frequency domain (FD) turbo equalization that well exploits the circulant structure of the
frequency domain channel matrix. Ref. [5] proposes MIMO -OFDM systems without CP-transmission
by assuming ISI components due to the past OFDM symbol is perfectly cancelled so that the prob-
lem comes only from the future OFDM symbol, where soft decision is employed to iteratively sup-
press ICI and co-antenna interference (CAI) before equalization. The FD turbo equalizer for the
MIMO -OFDM systems with insufficient CP-transmission proposed in [6] performs soft interference
cancellation (SC) and minimum mean square error (MMSE) filtering based on [11]. While the impact
of line-of-sight (LOS) and non-LOS propagation performance are well investigated in [14].

Particularly, equalization of SIMO -OFDM sytems with insufficient CP-transmission is proposed
in [3], where time domain equalization is designed with its criterion for maximizing the signal-to-
interference-plus-noise ratio (SINR) and frequency domain equalization is designed for minimizing the
mean-square error (MSE) of each subcarrier. Ref. [17] proposes a joint channel estimation and signal
processing technique for SIMO -OFDM sytems without CP-transmission. The equalization processes
consist of a ISI-free transformation [17], followed by a minimum variance filter [17]. Obviously, the
low-complexity FD turbo equalization technique, originally proposed for MIMO -OFDM systems
with insufficient CP-transmission [6] [14], is applicable to SIMO -OFDM.

This paper is a part-3 sister paper of its parent paper [1]. The parent paper proposes time-
concatenated turbo equalization technique,referred to as Chained Turbo Equalization (CHATUE)[1][2],
for block broadband single carrier transmission. The technique eliminates the necessity for the CP-
transmission while preserving the beneficial points of block-wise frequency domain processing. Based
on the idea, this paper for the first time extends the CHATUE algorithm to SIMO -OFDM systems
without CP-transmission and provides in-depth convergence property analysis using the extrinsic
information transfer (EXIT) chart. In this paper, we focus on multiuser single input multiple output
(MU-SIMO)-OFDM because nowadays multiuser communications attracts a lot of attention, how-
ever, it is quite easy to modify the algorithm proposed in this paper such that it can better suited
to MIMO -OFDM. This paper also has its sibling paper which applies the CHATUE algorithm to
single carrier frequency division multiple access (SC-FDMA)[18].

This paper propose for MU -SIMO -OFDM systems a novel frequency domain turbo equaliza-
tion technique that eliminates the necessity of CP-transmission based on the reduced complexity
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frequency domain CHATUE turbo equalization algorithm proposed by [2] and [1]. The interference
components due to the past and future OFDM symbols, caused by eliminating the CP, are canceled
by exchanging the a posteriori log likelihood ratio (LLR) through the chained structure that connects
the equalizers for the past, present, and future OFDM symbols. This paper also proposes the use of
rate-1 doped accumulator for better matching of the extrinsic information transfer (EXIT) curves
of the equalizer and decoder. We assess performances of the proposed MU -SIMO -OFDM without
CP and conventional MU -SIMO -OFDM systems with CP-transmission. Since with the proposed
CHATUE algorithm CP does not have to be transmitted, and hence the time duration made avail-
able by eliminating the CP part can also be used for transmitting more information bits or more
redundant bits for error protection. A series of performance simulations were conducted to verify
the superiority of the proposed technique, where for fair comparison, the coding rate was adjusted
while keeping the number of the information bits in one block (including the CP length in the case of
CP-transmission) constant for the both proposed and the conventional CP-transmission techniques.

The system model used in this paper is presented in Section II. Section III derives the exact version
of CHATUE algorithm proposed in this paper for MU -SIMO -OFDM without CP. Furthermore,
Section III modifies the exact algorithm with the aim of significantly reduce the complexity. A series
of simulations was conducted to evaluate performance of the proposed CHATUE MU-SIMO -OFDM
technique. Result of the EXIT analysis is first presented in Section IV to evaluate the convergence
property of the proposed technique. Bit error rate (BER) performance is then presented in Section V;
BER performances are compared between with and without doped accumulator as well as with and
without the CHATUE algorithm. Finally, Section VI concludes this paper with several concluding
statements.

The following notations are adopted in this paper. Vectors are expressed with bold lowercase,
matrices with bold uppercase, and scalars with standard text notation. •H and tr(•) denote the
Hermitian(tranpose-conjugate) and the trace operation of matrix •, respectively. ⊗ denotes the
Kronecker product operator. A variable estimation is indicated by •̂, and expectation of random
variable by E[·]. An N ×N identity matrix is written as IN , all-one N ×M matrix as 1N×M , all-zero
N × N matrix as 0N , and N -point Discrete Fourier Transform (DFT) is denoted by FN . Further,

past and future symbols relative to the current symbol are marked with •′
and •′′

, respectively.

2 System Model

We consider a MU -SIMO -OFDM system with KT users, KR receive antennas, and N subcarriers.
The channel is assumed to have L propagation paths, each separated by the symbol duration T . At
each transmitter, the information bits b are encoded into bC coded bit sequence, interleaved by a
random interleaver Π, and doped-accumulated [13] yielding the sequence x. By applying N -point

inverse DFT (IDFT), x is further transformed into an OFDM symbol {st,n}N−1
n=0 where t denotes the

OFDM symbol index. The transmitted block of sample sequence in the time domain then becomes

st = {spt,n}N−1
n=0 ∈ CNKT×1 (1)

where p = {1, ...,KT }. The block st is transmitted over frequency-selective block quasi-static Rayleigh
fading channel. Let the block-wise channel matrix at time t be denoted by

Ht = {Hi,j
t } =


H1,1

t H1,2
t . . . H1,KT

t

H2,1
t H2,2

t . . . H2,KT

t
...

...
. . .

...

HKR,1
t HKR,2

t . . . HKR,KT

t


t

∈ C(N+L−1)KR×NKT , (2)

i = {1, 2, ...,KR},
j = {1, 2, ...,KT },
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Fig. 1 MU-SIMO -OFDM Systems

where the (N + L− 1)×N sub-matrix Hi,j
t has a Toeplitz structure, as

Hi,j
t =



h0 0
... h0

hL−1

...
. . .

hL−1

... h0

. . .
...

0 hL−1


t

∈ C(N+L−1)×N , (3)

i = {1, 2, ...,KR},
j = {1, 2, ...,KT },

We exploit a matrix J = IKR
⊗ JM , where

JM =

0(N−L+1)×(L−1) IN
I(L−1)

 ∈ CN×(N+L−1), (4)

which was introduced in [16], to convert the Toeplitz structure of the channel matrix into a circulant
structure. The received composite signal can then be expressed as

rt = JH′
t−1s

′
t−1 + JHtst + JH′′

t+1s
′′
t+1 + Jn ∈ CNKR×1, (5)

where n represents zero mean complex additive white Gaussian noise (AWGN) KR(N + L− 1)× 1
matrix. The sub-matrices of the channel matricesH′

t−1 andH′′
t+1 represent interference from the past

and the future symbols, respectively, both of which have the same matrix structure as equation (2)
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as H′
t−1 = {H′ i,j

t−1} and H′′
t+1 = {H′′ i,j

t+1}, are given by

H′ i,j
t−1 =


hL−1 · · · h1

. . .
...

hL−1

0


t−1

∈ C(N+L−1)×N , (6)

and

H′′ i,j
t+1 =


0

h0

...
. . .

hL−2 · · · h0


t+1

∈ C(N+L−1)×N , (7)

respectively, and i = {1, 2, ...,KR}, j = {1, 2, ...,KT }. The received signal can then be transformed
into frequency domain by DFT as

yt = FJH′
t−1s

′
t−1 + FJHtst + FJH′′

t+1s
′′
t+1 + FJn

= FJH′
t−1F

Hx′
t−1 + FJHtF

Hxt + FJH′′
t+1F

Hx′′
t+1 + FJn ∈ CNKR×1, (8)

where F is given by F = IKR
⊗ FN ∈ CNKR×NKR .

3 Proposed CHATUE Algorithm for MU -SIMO -OFDM

3.1 CHATUE Algorithm

This section derives the CHATUE algorithm for MU -SIMO -OFDM by making some modifications of
the concept presented in [1] and [2]. However, since the derivation from the original algorithm shown
in the Part-1 paper [1] is quite straightforward, only the part for complexity reduction, which plays
a key role to make the proposed algorithm practical, are presented, and the mathematical details
of the derivation are provided in Appendix for the consistency. The major difference between the
proposed MU -SIMO -OFDM technique and the CHATUE Algorithm for Single Carrier are firmly
discussed in Appendix.

Equalization method consists of two steps. First, we perform soft interference cancellation by
subtracting the soft replica of the received signal from all antennas, yielding

ỹt =FJH′
t−1F

H(x′
t−1 − x̂′

t−1) + FJHtF
H(xt − x̂t)

+ FJH′′
t+1F

H(x′′
t+1 − x̂′′

t+1) + FJn ∈ CNKR×1. (9)

Then, linear MMSE filtering is performed to further suppress the residual interference components
while restoring the transmitted signal component as shown in the Appendix.

3.2 Complexity Reduction

It is well known that the complexity of the frequency domain (FD) SC/MMSE equalization is in-
dependent of the number of the propagation paths. However, the computational complexity of the
block-wise processing is still large depending on the structure of the covariance matrices of the inter-
ference components, when FD SC/MMSE is applied to the CHATUE algorithm. Several approxima-
tion techniques are applied in the following sections of the paper, depending on the structure of the
interference covariance matrices in order to further reduce the complexity.

We propose a technique for reducing the complexity of the matrix inversion Σ−1 defined by (19)
in Appendix. The matrix Σ, defined by (17) also in Appendix, can be divided into three parts,
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Fig. 2 Approximations of Σ at a priori mutual information of past and future = 0.5

matrices A, B, and C, where A stands for the covariance matrix of the residual interference in
the current symbol, B for the covariance matrix of residual interference from the past and future
components, and C for the noise covariance matrix. J matrix is utilized to convert the block-Toeplitz
channel matrix Ht into a circulant-block matrix, which can further be converted into a diagonal block
matrix in the frequency domain by exploiting DFT. Hence, as shown in Fig.2, the frequency-domain
covariance matrix of the residual vector (xt − x̂t) in A can be approximated by a diagonal block
matrix 1

N tr(Λ)IN [10].
The submatrices B11, B12, B21 and B22 in B contain information of the interference from the

past and future symbols, and as indicated by the density in Fig. 2, each submatrix has dense part
only at the top-left and bottom-right corners of the matrix. Therefore, to reduce complexity, we
apply the following approximation to those corner matrix, as

Bij ≈ B′
ij = diagM (Bij) (10)

with i = {1, 2, ...,KR} and j = {1, 2, ...,KT } where diagM (X) is the operator that extracts only M
diagonal elements from the top-left and bottom-right corner parts of the argument matrix X. Since
Bij is a diagonal elements, it is also reasonable to use the approximation :

FNB′
ijF

H
N =

1

N
tr(B′

ij)IN , (11)
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Fig. 3 Three-dimensional EXIT analysis of CHATUE -MU -SIMO -OFDM with doped accumulator at
Eb/N0 = 5 dB

with which

F


B′

11 . . . B′
1KT

B′
21 . . . B′

2KT

...
. . .

...
B′

KR1 . . . B′
KRKT

FH =


1
N tr(B′

11)IN . . . 1
N tr(B′

1KT
)IN

1
N tr(B′

21)IN . . . 1
N tr(B′

2KT
)IN

...
. . .

...
1
N tr(B′

KR1)IN . . . 1
N tr(B′

KRKT
)IN


∈ CNKR×NKR (12)

Hence, it is found that as shown in Fig.2, with the approximation technique presented above, the
frequency domain representation of the covariance matrix of the residual interference from the past
and future symbols becomes also diagonal block matrix, given by (12).

The matrix C is already diagonal matrix, and hence we can use also the approximation,

Fσ2JJHFH ≈ 1

NKR
tr(σ2JJH)INKR

, (13)

as shown in the same figure. Now that we have appropriated Σ with two diagonal block and one
diagonal matrices, Σ−1 can easily be calculated as in the original CHATUE algorithm.

4 EXIT Analysis

Result of EXIT analysis is presented in this section to evaluate the convergence property of the
proposed systems. Fig. 3 shows for Eb/N0 = 5 dB, KT = KR = 2, the block length N = 512, the path
number L = 64, the approximation size M = 64, and the doping rate = 4, the three-dimensional (3D)
EXIT planes of the equalizer plus de-doped-accumulator (EQ+DAcc−1) for the first user. A priori
mutual information (MI) Ia1 and Ia2 are provided by the first and the second users’s decoders (Dec−1

1

and Dec−1
2 , respectively) via their corresponding interleavers (Π1 and Π2, respectively). Equalizer’s

extrinsic MI of the first user is denoted by Ie1 . The EXIT plane for the decoder is also plotted. Note
that since the both users use identical code in this case, the decoder’s EXIT planes are also the same
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Fig. 4 EXIT analysis of CHATUE -MU -SIMO -OFDM without doped accumulator at Eb/N0 = 5 dB

Fig. 5 EXIT analysis of CHATUE -MU -SIMO -OFDM with accumulator at Eb/N0 = 5 dB

for them. For the sake of simplicity, it is assumed in this figure that the interference components
from the past and the future blocks are completely cancelled. It is found from the 3D EXIT chart
that the convergence tunnel opens until a point very close to the (1,1) MI point, and the larger the
Ia2 value (a priori information to the equalizer fed back from the second user’s decoder Dec−1

2 ),
larger the gap of the tunnel. This obviously indicates that the first user’s convergence is enhanced
with the help of the second user, and vice-versa.

Fig. 4 shows for the first user the EQ’s projected EXIT curve and that of Dec−1
1 , where given

the a priori MI Ia1 value, the log likelihood ratio (LLR) exchange between EQ and Dec−1
2 takes

place as many times as until no relevant increase in the EQ’s extrinsic MI Ie2 of the second user
can be achieved, and then EQ’s extrinsic MI Ie1 of the first user was evaluated by the on-line MI
measurement method presented in [7]; this process was repeated for the other a priori MI values Ia1 ,
0 ≤ Ia1 ≤ 1.

Fig. 5 shows for the first user the projected EXIT curve of EQ+DAcc−1 and that of Dec−1
1 ,

obtained in the same way as the projected EXIT curve shown in Fig. 4. When plotting the EXIT
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Table 1 Simulation Parameters

Antenna KT = 2,KR = 2

Modulation BPSK

Transmitter DFT/IDFT size 512

Encoder NSNRCC with GP = [5,7]

Interleaver Random

doping ratio 1/4

Channel Multipath Fading 64 paths, Jakes Model

Equalizer FD/SC-MMSE

Iterations 10

Receiver Channel Estimation Perfect

Decoder log-MAP BCJR

Fig. 6 BER performance of MU -SIMO -OFDM

curves in both Figs. 4 and 5, two extreme cases were assumed for the sake of simplicity. One is the
case where the interference components from the past and future blocks are completely cancelled,
and the other not cancelled at all, of which situations were simulated by setting the a posteriori MI
provided from the decoders of the past and future blocks at 1.0 and 0.0, respectively, for the both
users.

It is found from Figs. 4 and 5 that the EQ’s EXIT curve increases with the help of a posteriori
LLRs provided by the decoders for the past and future blocks both with and without DAcc. However,
without DAcc, the EQ’s projected EXIT curve does not reach a point very close to the (1,1) MI
point, while with DAcc, the curve reaches the point.

In Figs. 4 and 5, trajectories obtained via chain simulation are also plotted, where initial values of
MI provided by the equalizers for the past and the future blocks were set at zero, and then the MI was
evaluated iteration-by-iteration accordingly, based on the LLR measurement in the chain simulation.
Note that MI provided by the equalizers for the blocks of future-of-the-future and past-of-the-past
are always set at zero (This setup is referred to as truncation length = 3 in [1]).
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5 Simulation Results

We evaluated performances of conventional MU -SIMO -OFDM with a CP ratio of 1/4 with FD/SC-
MMSE equalization, CHATUE -MU -SIMO -OFDM with doped accumulator, and CHATUE -MU -
SIMO -OFDM without doped accumulator through computer simulations. For the CHATUE -MU -
SIMO -OFDM techniques, performances were evaluated only for the reduced complexity version
of the algorithm presented in Section III.B, because without the approximations, computational
complexity needed to calculate the matrix inversion is excessively heavy, and thereby the beneficial
points of the frequency-domain processing vanish. Simulation parameters are summarized in Table I.
The channel is assumed to be equal average power block Rayleigh fading, where path coefficients
are statistically independent between paths, between users, and between the receive antennas, and
are constant over the block but changes block-by-block. Moreover, we assume perfect synchronism
between the transmitter and receiver in terms of OFDM symbol timing, and that the receiver has
perfect knowledge about the path gains of each channel, and noise variance.

Fig. 6 compares average bit error rate (BER) performance of the three MU -SIMO -OFDM tech-
niques. Since with the proposed CHATUE algorithm, CP does not have to be transmitted, and hence
the time duration made available by eliminating the CP part can also be used for transmitting more
information bits or more redundant bits for error protection. For fair comparison, the coding rate was
adjusted so that the number of the information bits in one block (including the CP length in the case
of CP-transmission) is kept constant for the both proposed and the conventional CP-transmission
techniques. For this purpose, with conventional MU -SIMO -OFDM with transmission, the bit se-
quence encoded by a rate 1/2 mother code was punctured so that the code rate becomes 2/3, while
no puncturing was performed with the proposed CHATUE -MU -SIMO -OFDM system. Hence, the
block duration, including the CP part with the conventional system, stays the same.

It can be found that without DAcc, a 2.5 dB gain in Eb/N0 can be achieved by the CHATUE
algorithm at BER = 10−5, and in addition to the 2.5 dB gain, a 3.6 dB gain can be achieved by
utilizing DAcc. Obviously, the 2.5 dB gain is due to the utilization of the lower rate (hence more
powerful) code, made possible by eliminating the CP, and the additional 3.6 dB gain is due to the
fact that the convergence tunnel opens until a point very close to the (1,1) MI point.

When evaluating the lower and upper bounds of the BER of CHATUE with DAcc, we used the
same technique as that used in evaluating the trajectories. Also, we used the same technique in the
chain simulation conducted to evaluate the BER performance, i.e. truncation length = 3, and the MI
values of future-of-the-future and past-of-the-past were both set at zero. The results are shown in
Fig. 6. It is found that the BER curve obtained by the real chain simulation is between the bounds.

6 Conclusion

The CHATUE algorithm has been applied to MU -SIMO -OFDM systems with the aim of eliminat-
ing the necessity for the CP-transmission. To avoid computationally heavy matrix inversion, several
approximation techniques have been introduced when deriving the proposed algorithm. The ISI, ICI,
and CAI components can well be suppressed by exploiting the information of interference compo-
nents exchanged in the form of a posteriori LLR between the equalizers for the neighboring blocks
in time. A drawback of the time-concatenation structure is the necessity of performing iterations
over the neighboring equalizers. However, the computational complexity increase is only linearly
in proportion to the number of the concatenated equalizer. The results of performance simulations
exhibit significant improvement in Eb/N0 required to achieve 10−5, roughly 6.1 dB gain over the
conventional MU -SIMO -OFDM with CP-transmission with CP ratio = 1/4. It can be concluded
that the proposed systems avoids the loss in spectral efficiency due to the use of CP, while signif-
icantly improves the performances compared to the conventional MU -SIMO -OFDM systems with
CP-transmission.
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Appendix
Derivation of the CHATUE Algorithm

As noted in Introduction, this paper is a part-3 sister paper of the part-1 parent paper that introduces the
CHATUE algorithm for single-carrier signalling, where detailed derivation of the algorithm is provided. There-
fore, in Appendix of this paper, only parts which makes fundamental of difference between single carrier (part-1)
and OFDM (this paper) signalling schemes are shown below.

Instead of column-wise calculation of restoral term in the soft cancellation process as introduced for the
single carrier systems [1], we use block restoral term Φx̂t where Φ is a block diagonal matrix given by

Φ = FJHtF
H ∈ CNKR×NKR (14)

Accordingly, the input of MMSE filter is given by

ȳt = ỹt +Φx̂t

= FJH′
t−1F

H(x′
t−1 − x̂′

t−1) + FJHtF
H(xt − x̂t)

+ FJH′′
t+1F

H(x′′
t+1 − x̂′′

t+1) + FJn+ FJHtF
H x̂t ∈ CNKR×1 (15)

With the aid of matrix inversion lemma further weights for MMSE filtering is obtained as leads to the following
expression

WH =
(
1NKT×NKR

+ Γ X̂t

)−1
ΦHΣ−1 ∈ CNKR×NKR (16)

where X̂t is a covariance matrix of x̂t, Γ = ΦHΣ−1Φ, and Σ is given by

Σ = FJH′
t−1F

HΛ′
t−1(FJH′

t−1F
H)H + FJHtF

HΛt(FJHtF
H)H

+ FJH′′
t+1F

HΛ′′
t+1(FJH′′

t+1F
H)H + Fσ2JJHFH ∈ CNKR×NKR , (17)

with covariance matrices of the ISI components remaining in the current frame after the soft cancellation, as

Λ′
t−1 = E

[
(x′

t−1 − x̂′
t−1) (x

′
t−1 − x̂′

t−1)
H

]
∈ CNKT×NKT ,

Λt = E

[
(xt − x̂t) (xt − x̂t)

H

]
∈ CNKT×NKT ,

Λ′′
t+1 = E

[
(x′′

t+1 − x̂′′
t+1) (x

′′
t+1 − x̂′′

t+1)
H

]
∈ CNKT×NKT , (18)

and the noise variance denoted by σ2. Finally, the equalizer output can be obtained by using (15) and (16) as

z = WH ȳ =
(
1NKT×NKR

+ Γ X̂
)−1

ΦHΣ−1(ỹ+Φx̂)

=
(
1NKT×NKR

+ Γ X̂
)−1

(ΦHΣ−1ỹ+ Γ x̂) ∈ CNKR×1 (19)
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